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PRODUCT INFORMATION
The Dare 2b range uses only the finest materials, components and detailing to create exceptional apparel and accessories.
Every Dare 2b product is conceived and developed by people who are passionate about all the sports we produce clothing for.
The collection combines the latest technology with a host of features, fabrics and trims.

PRODUCT TESTING
To develop the very best clothes and accessories, detailed and authoritative product testing is vital. All Dare 2b products are tested extensively
in the field, through hours of time spent on the slopes and mountain. The Dare 2b brand ambassadors test our products in the most extreme of
temperatures and demanding terrains.

RESPONSIBILITY
Dare 2b is committed to quality and this extends to all aspects of design and production. Dare 2b works closely with skilled manufacturers around the
world and has developed long-standing relationships to ensure that not only are Dare 2b products produced in a responsible way but that they also continue to meet and exceed the
exacting standards demanded by serious outdoor sports enthusiasts. Dare 2b use suppliers with a reputation for excellence.

AEP Kinematics analyses the body’s points of motion during athletic performance. Using data collected in our studies,
AEP Kinematics introduces a new concept, specifically designed for each activity, to enhance both agility and power.
Kinematics

Biomotion Reflective Technology is our latest development in to the use of retro-reflective trims. Research into the placement
of retro-reflective on garments has shown significant increases in performance when placed on moveable joints.
The Dare 2b Biomotion configuration allows a person to be detected as a human rather than an object. We have utilised and placed reflective strategically to
optimise the wearer’s visibility at greater distances, which allows us to use less but more effective reflective.

EndoThermic Performance technology (ETP) is designed to keep the body atoptimum temperature when the weather
gets cold, offering different levels of insulation and breathability to suit differing levels of temperature and activity.
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Several of our premium performance garments are engineered utilising stretch technology making them ideal for high energy activities by providing
uncompromised freedom of movement. The use of stretch fabrics also means each garment contains less material and therefore reduces weight and bunching
of excess fabric. Our Ared garments have been tested in real-life conditions extensively.
If you are not satisfied with any of our Ared products we will repair, replace or refund your purchase for UP TO 3 years.
For our most demanding users we offer our Ared V02 and Stretch products that provide you with superior performance
outerwear. Designed for those who are at a level where any excess moisture or drop in core body temperature makes
all the difference to your performance.
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Garments engineered with Dare 2b’s Ared fabrics provide truly durable waterproofness, keeping water out through prolonged use in harsh conditions and
demanding terrain. We measure the waterproof level or hydrostatic head of all our garments and offer a full hierarchy of performance, starting at 5,000mm
all the way UP TO 20,000mm.
All Ared products are classified as truly windproof and hold up against the most demanding standards, which help to preserve the body’s thermo regulation
and keep the user comfortable. Breathability is also key for reducing overheating and perspiration build up. Ared products allow sweat to pass through and
escape in the form of moisture vapour. We ensure under testing that during heavy exertion our fabrics must breathe well to a standard of 10,000/m2/24hrs.
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Ideal for a variety of different activities iLus Core Stretch offers 4 way stretch properties for freedom of movement. In addition
it also has a brushed back finish, which provides warmth and comfort. Offered in a variety of styling options for virtually any end use, iLUS Core technology is
a first choice for experienced outdoor enthusiasts.

Dare 2b iLUS Softshell garments are engineered for the active user. It combines the comfort of a soft mid layer and the water
resistance of a shell in one garment, which makes it perfect all year round piece.
Dare 2b iLUS Softshell provides breathability and wind resistance keeping the user comfortable in a wide variety of conditions.
The fabric is also treated with a water resistant treatment to allow water to bead off its surface to stop it from soaking into the fibres.

iLUS D-Lab Stretch Softshell offers total wind and water protection and excellent breathability. The innovative membrane ensures moisture can escape from the
body, whilst providing a shield from the outside. With its 4-way stretch construction, iLUS D-Lab Stretch Softshell garments provide the freedom of movement
essential for performance in a wide range of activities.
Wicking characteristics allow for excess moisture to be expelled easily from the body, making it perfect for fast paced activities. This single layer fabric is
incredibly lightweight making it perfect to pack in your bag for all occasions.

iLUS Microwarmth is an insulation technology that is designed to trap air between synthetic fibres.
The low water absorption of these fibres means even when wet they continue to insulate the user

With its unique ability to absorb UP TO a 1/3 of its weight in water without feeling wet, iLUS Wool Technology is designed to
help insulate the user without feeling wet together with a natural odour resistance making it ideal as an active wear piece.

Designed to regulate your body temperature body thermal base layers are perfect for keeping you warm and dry.
THERMAL BASE LAYER

The Dare 2b base layer apparel range uses a variety of natural and synthetic yarns to help regulate body temperature as part of an intelligent layering system.
With seamless construction stretch technology Dare 2b’s BODY Performance Base Layer apparel moves moisture and sweat away from the skin, allowing it to
evaporate away to help keep you dry and comfortable with anti bacterial odour control. Designed to fit close to the skin, it’s the perfect choice for any activity.

Body wool offers the ultimate in natural temperature control preventing
overheating and clamminess with natural anti-bacterial properties.
WOOL BASE LAYER

DOWN 600

ilus Down is made from compressed down fibres that form tiny, warm air catching pockets. These products offer a fantastic
warmth-to-weight ratio, that’s superior to synthetic equivalents. The iLUS Down technology comes in 500 fill for lightweight
insulation with a high warmth-to-weight ratio, 600 fill for excellent warmth-to-weight ratio for a range of temperatures and
700 fill for lightweight superior insulation for very cold environments.

DOWN 500

Our ilus hybrid utilises a combination of our ilus fabrics to offer the very best in performance and function.
HYBRID

STRETCH

New for SS18 is Cotton Stretch. This fabric combines comfortable cotton with ultra stretch elastane. Paired with a durable plain weave, this creates a dependable
and long lasting canvas fabric. Cotton Stretch is perfect for activities such as climbing and mountaineering which require full mobility but can be tough on your
clothes.
Our Q-Wic+ fabric is extremely versatile, giving you the best of both worlds. It enables the user to experience the benefit of
a functional technical piece, offering wicking and quick dry properties, combined with the look, fit and hand feel of a casual
cotton t-shirt. Q-Wic+ features an added anti bacterial treatment for bacteria and odour control.
Thinsulate insulation offers warmth without restricting movement or compromising fit.

Dominate is a revolutionary waterproof and breathable concept. Allowing you
great comfort and extreme performance.

